
elcome to the Diggers' Forum Council voted to stop them being a 
newsletter for Summer 2013, we mandatory requirement for Registered Whope that you have been Organisations. Minima were put up by 

enjoying the summer and the upturn in 3.1%, and Council voted unanimously to 
archaeological work. Diggers' Forum continue setting minima, but the change to 
committee members have not only been minima becoming non-mandatory was far 
out digging holes but have also been busy less welcome. 
with behind-the-scenes work at IfA making 

Reaction from Diggers was understandably sure that new policy statements aren't 
strong, with some describing it as a sell-out eroding previous gains, and working on the 
and saying that it meant the end of minima IfA Working Party on Pay and Minima.
full stop. At the time of writing the minima 

We've more work coming up: DF AGM is on seem to still be respected and many 
September 7th, and then the elections to Diggers got pay rises as a consequence of 
IfA Council where DF Treasurer Mary Neale that 3.1% rise. 
is standing –please support her!!- and then 

To date we don't know of any companies there is our annual joint conference with 
paying below minima for standard PAYE Prospect Archaeologists branch in 
roles (but if you do then tell us and we will November –this year on Pay and Training. 
see what we can do). Importantly IfA A few days later IfA Council will be 
minima and BAJR G2 grade are now discussing setting the IfA minima….
roughly equal. 

IfA Minima were the big topic a few short 
We have been working with the IfA Working months ago when after legal advice the IfA 
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Diggers’ Forum mission statement

he Diggers' Forum (DF) is committed to creating a positive, 
sustainable and financially viable career for all professional Tarchaeologists at all points in their career. The DF is a Special 

Interest Group of the Institute for Archaeologists representing all 
archaeologists working out on site at whatever grade. Membership of 
the DF is open to all.

The DF was formed in 2004 to represent the views, aspirations and 
professional requirements of its members, in addition to campaigning for 
improvements in pay and conditions within the profession. 

The views of those new to a career in archaeology, or who are employed at 
the lower rungs of the job, are under-represented in the industry. It is a key 
aim of the Diggers' Forum to redress this balance and keep the issues and 
welfare of its membership at the top of the IfA agenda and publicised to the 
world beyond. 

The Diggers' Forum will serve as a platform to provide up to date news and 
information to its members, as well as actively encouraging debate and 
involvement within the DF and the IfA on the developing roles required of 
field-staff now and in the decades to come.

Join us in the Diggers’ Forum and help make a positive difference to our 
profession:  http://www.archaeologists.net/groups/diggers

http://www.archaeologists.net/groups/diggers
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Party on Pay and Minima to try and make sure training, perks and other benefits that this 
we can get some progress on pay, but progress unacceptable wage is somehow acceptable as 
has been painfully slow and is in danger of part of the wider package on anything but the 
grinding to a halt. We will be doing what we can very short term.
to regain some momentum.

We need to remember that the IfA minima are 
A key issue will be what happens to any ROs meant to be just that -minima, and that 
who want to pay below minima (they have to archaeological salaries should be much higher. 
ask in advance if they want to stay in the The main argument needs to be on how to get 
scheme). We are still waiting for details on to the kind of levels set out in the IfA 
exactly what is proposed to police such a  rather than 
situation, we want it to be very hard for any employers trying to pay less than the minima.
employer to get away with paying below 

Over the next few months DF committee minima, and that any such employers are 
members will be working to make sure that IfA clearly and immediately flagged up as paying 
Council’s commitment to improving pay is not below minima via some sort of visible ‘black 
forgotten and that it stays at the fore of IfA mark’, and that they are put in some form of 
activity. Alongside this we ask all DF members, ‘special measures’ to make sure they get back 
and the wider profession, to keep us informed to paying above minima as soon as possible. 
of any companies paying below minima.

We know that some council units have little 
We don't believe that paying below the minima power to increase staff salaries, and that some 
is acceptable, and we feel that the vast majority companies are struggling; we are less 
of the profession agrees.convinced that there may be companies that 

pay below minima but give such excellent 
Chiz Harward

Recommended Starting Salaries

Continued from front page

Did you know that IfA members can get a 15% 
discount at Cotswold Outdoors? If you are into the 
outdoors, or just need some new socks for site 
then you could start making back your IfA subs 
whilst shopping for anything from fleeces to 
sleeping bags, tents to torches. 

Quote ‘Institute for Archaeologists’ at the till and 
show your IfA membership card. IfA members of 
the DF should have been sent a discount code by 
email they can use. If you didn’t receive it, let us 
know. You may need to speak to the manager as 
staff may not be immediately aware of the 
discount. The discount code is also valid for phone 
and online orders.

Please note this discount cannot be used in 
conjunction with any other offer. If you have any  
difficulty using this offer please contact the IfA 
office (and let us know as well!).

Cotswold Outdoor 
Discount
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The future of your 
newsletter -your views 
needed on format and 
frequency

to you all to post material). The newsletter is often 
a bit late and does take a lot of effort to produce, 
so we would like to know whether you like the 
newsletter, its content and its format. Do you print 
it out or just read it on screen?

One option is to start a DF blog where we can 
publish articles and information as and when they 
are ready, we could then bundle up all the blog 
material into a quarterly newsletter in the familiar 
format. It would be a little more work, but would 
spread the load across the year and mean you 
got important information straight away.

We'd like to know what you think of this idea, or 
Chiz Harward any alternatives you can think of. We'll hopefully 

be able to discuss it at the DF AGM on 
his is a shorter issue than we normally try and September 7th.
produce, and it's reaching you all a bit later Tthan we hoped. This is mostly due to promised And finally, as always, if you would like to send in 

articles not getting to us in time. We had hoped to any photos, news, reviews, articles or opinion 
bring you an article on recent moves within Irish pieces we'd be delighted to hear from you.
archaeology to gain more representation (and better 
pay) for site workers, an article on David ‘BAJR’ 
Connolly’s Skills Passport scheme, an article on 
mast-based aerial photography, a couple more 
reviews, and a piece on 'You, Social Media and your 
Employer'. Unfortunately these aren't ready yet! It 
has lead us to wonder whether the current newsletter 
is the best format for getting information out to 
members, or whether we could adopt a slightly 
different approach.

At present we produce the newsletter around 4 times 
a year, we send out emails to members when there 
is something important to discuss or share, and we 
post on our  (which is also open DF Facebook page

If you would like to contribute to the 
Diggers’ Forum Newsletter, or have a 
suggestion on a subject we should cover, 
please contact  the editor by email:  
chiz@urban-archaeology.co.uk

Dates for the diary and details of events 
or news  should be sent to Gwilym 
Williams by email:  
gwilymwilliams70@gmail.co.uk 

IfA Diggers’ Forum newsletter 12 Summer 2013                                     
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DF Roundup 
and news

DF Committee news

t our AGM Gwyl Williams will be stepping 
down after a long stint as Acting Chair of ADF.  We’d all like to thank him for all his 

hard work over the last couple of years. 

We haven’t yet seen the nomination papers for 
Committee so we don’t know who has put 
themselves forward, but all posts are open and 
we look forward to seeing some new faces on 
Committee. If you have would like to help with 
the DF then please get in touch.

Secretary, Treasurer and Ordinary committee 
members, nominations are now closed for 
election to Committee

Non-IfA members are more than welcome to 
attend the AGM but are unable to vote or be on 
the committee. You can always join on the day 
though! 

See you there!

Election time

It's that time of year again: IfA Council 
elections. Every year DF encourages its 
members to stand for Council as a way of 
ensuring that Diggers' voices can be heard 
when important decisions are made about the 
future of our profession. Council needs to 
contain members who work in all areas and all 
levels of the profession in order to make 
informed decisions. We believe that site 
workers are under-represented at present (and 
historically) and we would like more Diggers to 
stand for Council. 

We currently have two DF Committee members 
on IfA Council –Sadie Watson and Chiz 
Harward, as well as former DF Committee 
member Geoff Morely. We are delighted that 
Mary Neale, DF Treasurer, has put herself 
forward and is standing for Council. There will 
be a postal ballot shortly and we would ask all 
of you to actually use your vote –and would 
strongly urge you to vote for Mary!! 

Mary has been a stalwart DF member for 
several years and has served DF as our 
Treasurer; Mary co-authored the DF Away 
Work Survey report and has written several 
articles for this newsletter, as well as being a Diggers’ Forum AGM
key member of Committee.

Due to an acute lack of turnout our planned 
AGM at IfA Conference was cancelled, and we We are hoping to bring you more information 
have had to move the AGM to Saturday on all the candidates and what they think on a 
September 7th. It will be held on Saturday 7 number of pertinent issues, their election 
September at 2pm in the upstairs room of the statements will be out shortly. The ballot will run 
Old King's Head, 45-49 Borough High Street, until Friday 27 September and the results will 

be announced at the IfA AGM on 7th October. London SE1 1NA. 
The successful candidates will be in Council for 
the next IfA minima discussion on November All positions were open for candidates: Chair, 
7th.

6
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Complaints? Over to you...

DF have raised several queries with IfA over 
adverts and other issues at employers, 
information was given to IfA that has led to a 
current investigation regarding low 'freelance' 
rates and we have also queried several 
'training' posts and asked for evidence that 
these are indeed structured training posts 
rather than exploitation and a way of getting 
cheap labour from those desperate to get a foot 
on the ladder.

We read every advert on the IfA JIS, BAJR and 
Pension auto-enrolments –new anywhere else we spot them; we raise issues 

of wording, pay, and conditions with the rules may affect you
employers and with the advertising media. 
Where we don't get resolution we make 

 mean that if you are 
complaints. Quite often we get things changed 

aged over 22, but are below the State Pension 
BUT if we don't know about a situation we can't 

age, and earn more than £787 a month you 
act on it. We are not a union, and do not have 

may now be automatically enrolled onto a 
unlimited time and resources, but we will do 

pension scheme with your employer. The auto-
what we can and that includes putting in 

enrolment is being rolled out slowly and won't 
complaints to IfA.  

affect everyone until 2017, but some 
archaeological employers are now part of the 

If you know of a company paying below minima 
mandatory scheme.

please let us know and we will do what we can. 
Even if we can’t do anything to stop them 

Details of how it will work at every company are 
ripping Diggers off, we will at least know that it 

complicated but a Digger with one employer 
is happening which will help our advocacy work 

found that 6% of his wages had been taken at 
within the industry.

source and put into a pension pot without him 
ever signing anything, it was mentioned in his 
written contract….but he didn't get a copy of 
that until he had finished working for the 
company! Even as a Site Assistant at that 
company you could easily find nearly £100 
deducted from your payslip each month and 
this can be a bit of a shock if no-one at your 
new employer bothered to tell you about the 
deduction in advance as happened in this case! 
If you opted out within the first month of 
employment you got a refund in full via your 
pay-cheque, but if you didn't realise then it gets 
more complicated and you may not get your 
money back until you retire.

Pensions are a good thing though -after all we 
all want to retire- and the basic State Pension 
is not a great deal of money on its own (and 
who knows if it will even be there in 20 years 
time). Starting saving as early as possible in 
your career is the official mantra, leave it too 
late and the percentage of earnings you'll need 
to pay to get a decent pension escalates 

Around 250 archaeologists filled out the 
detailed survey and we will be starting the hard 
work of crunching the data soon. This survey is 
extremely important as it will hopefully shed 
light on what training Diggers actually receive, 
and what they find useful, we can then use this 
information to push for better targeted training 
opportunities, and improve career progression.  
Initial findings on the survey will be reported at 
the upcoming DF/Prospect One Day 
Conference in London this November….

Diggers’ Forum on Facebook

We now have over 300 ‘Likes’ on our Facebook 
page, which is great, and we do use the page 
to spread news on our activities beyond the 
formal membership.  You can find the DF 
Facebook page at: 

and our Twitter feed at:

Training and CPD survey

Many thanks to all of you who took the time to 
fill out our survey on Training and CPD 
provision for commercial archaeologists. 

New government rules

http://www.facebook.com/DiggersForum 

https://twitter.com/#!/DiggersForum
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alarmingly. Of course that's easier said than The DF have flagged up the changing nature of 
done when wages are low and bills are high. pension enrolment with the IfA and are talking 
There are  available online with Prospect to try and make sure that there 
if you want to work out how much you need to are viable options for short-contract workers. 
save to receive a certain value pension, leave it We are hoping that the employers' organisation 
too late and it gets a bit worrying... FAME will join the discussions. We've spoken 

to the  employer in the highlighted case and 
Joining your employer's pension scheme they will be increasing the information they 
means you are saving towards retirement, and provide to new staff to make sure they know 
more importantly your employer is contributing what auto-enrolment means. 
as well, sometimes up to twice as much as you 
do. IfA  How this will all work out is not clear but DF will 
say that after a 'reasonable qualifying period' be doing its best to make sure that there are 
the employer must contribute at least 6% to decent options for those that want a pension 
your pension –or pay you extra- and some despite being on short-contracts, and that 
employers pay in 13% or more, doubling your those who don't aren't financially 
contribution and there are tax and NI benefits disadvantaged.
too. 

We're not financial advisors; as with all 
If there is a 'gold-plated' Final Salary Pension financial issues don't trust what we say, but 
scheme at your employer then its well worth do take advice on what your options are 
considering joining, but more and more of and what charges there may be! You should 
these are being closed to new members. If you be able to talk to someone at your employer 
are a permanent employee at a company then or the pension provider, or get independent 
you could stay with their scheme, but if you advice from an Independent Financial 
work for many different companies you could Advisor (although these may charge). 
end up with several tiny pensions that you may 
want to tidy up into a single personal pension. Prospect union has written a guide which is 

available free to members from their 
The problem comes with how to do this –a . Check what the score is before you 
phone call to a pensions advisor revealed that start at a new employer and carefully check 
some personal pension funds charge around your contract and any leaflets that come 
3% to transfer funds and they may require a with it, and if you don't want a pension, and 
minimum transfer value of £2,500 so you could do want your wages in full, get that opt-out 
be left with several very small pension pots in asap!
which don't actually yield much as inflation and 
management charges eat away at the value.

Given the changes in rules employers should 
make sure that they brief staff –especially new 
starters- on whether they will be auto-enrolled, 
and on the options staff have –either to opt out 
and get a refund, to stay in the scheme, or to 
transfer the employer and employee funds to a 
personal pension. A paragraph hidden away in 
the contract isn't enough to properly inform 
staff, especially if contracts don't get received 
until after the first month's wages have been 
paid. There have also been problems with 
employers not explaining the situation properly 
to new starters, sometimes telling them that Prospect they should opt-out as they are on short 
contracts and won't get the money back when Archaeologists they leave.

pension calculators

Registered Organisation scheme rules

website

http://money.guardian.co.uk/calculator/form/0,,603163,00.html
http://www.archaeologists.net/practices/salary
http://www.prospect.org.uk/
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Branch and Diggers' Forum joint day 
conference

Archaeology pay and training: 
can the industry do more?

Saturday 2nd November 2013

The DF and Prospect Union Archaeologists branch have again come together to 
hold a one-day conference. Last year we were in York and this year it is London's 

turn. The conference will explore the related issues of pay and training within 
professional archaeology and will aim to develop a series of headline aims and 

objectives that we can take forward –as Diggers' Forum, Prospect members and the 
wider industry.

In addition to the speakers there will be time for discussion and we really want to 
hear from ordinary Diggers on the issues that affect them, and how their lives and 

careers could be improved. 

Financial assistance towards the cost of travel for Prospect and Diggers' Forum 
members attending the conference is available although funds are obviously limited. 
Further conference information and programme details will be published soon on the 

…Diggers' Forum website

9

http://www.archaeologists.net/groups/diggers
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Jez Taylor
Rescue Council/DF

would an increase in members actively escue, the British Archaeological Trust is 
participating on Rescue Council. We'd be a charitable organisation founded in 
grateful for your support! If you would like to join R1971. It began life as a pressure group 
Rescue and/or learn more about the group's campaigning for government funds to permit the 
activities, please see the contact links below. excavation of archaeological sites in advance of 
Annual membership costs are currently £15 for road-bu i ld ing ,  cons t ruc t ion  o r  o ther  
an individual, £8 for students and concessionary development. Forty two years on, the Trust has 
rates for families, schools etc.developed as a group “committed to the 

protection, conservation, recording and 
interpretation of archaeological evidence.” 

Today and tomorrow are built on yesterday
The past is the foundation for the futureRescue is an independent body with no ties to 
It is all around us and beneath our feetgovernment or commercial interests, whether in 
It belongs to all of usthe development or archaeological sectors. As 
It is fragile and cannot be replaced.such, it has no vested interest beyond the 

protection of our archaeological heritage. 
The landscape and townscape that we know 
today is the result of many thousands of The Trust campaigns both nationally and 
years of interaction between people and internationally across a broad spectrum of 
resources. In any period, any activity which archaeological concerns; not only on individual 
disturbs the ground is likely to destroy sites under threat, but also on staff pay issues, 
evidence that has gone before. This means cuts and government policy in the heritage 
that the archaeological remains which sector. Much of Rescue Council's work includes 
survive are very incomplete.actively pursuing and engaging with politicians, 

councillors and business people involved in 
The scale and pace of destruction today is heritage issues, doing the letter writing, 
so great that the need to recover and record publicising and other groundwork that brings 
archaeological information is more urgent heritage problems into the public domain. 
than ever before. Unless we act now our 
archaeological past will never be The Diggers' Forum is primarily concerned with 
understood.issues affecting archaeologists in the field sector, 

but shares much the same ethos as Rescue. The 
RESCUE, the British Archaeological Trust, two have worked together in the past and hope to 
is a registered charity and an independent maintain and strengthen a link between the two 
organisation committed to the protection, organisations. 
conservation, recording and interpretation 
of archaeological evidence – often the only The Trust works with limited financial resources. 
evidence – of ALL our pasts.A boost in membership numbers would greatly 

enhance its ability to campaign effectively, as 
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RESCUE needs YOUR support to: HELP SAVE THE PAST FOR THE FUTURE…

�Press government and business to take Join RESCUE today!
account of archaeology.
�Urge adequate funds for excavation and Office address
publication.
�Argue for better legislation to protect RESCUE
archaeology. The British Archaeological Trust
�Publicise archaeological concerns, 15A Bull Plain, Hertford
achievements and problems. Hertfordshire, SG14 1DX
�Organise conferences and public meetings to Phone:  01992 553377
raise awareness.
�Provide technical assistance and advice to 
local people and groups.

Membership:    
Membership gives you:  

�RESCUE NEWS: full of articles, illustrations Contacts: 
and information.      
�Details on the latest excavations and 
important new finds.
�Reduced rates on special RESCUE 
publications.
�Access to lectures, conferences, activity days.
�A forum for your ideas, criticisms, suggestions
�The satisfaction of helping to save the past.

rescue@rescue-archaeology.freeserve.co.uk 

http://rescue-
archaeology.org.uk/membership/

http://rescue-
archaeology.org.uk/contacts/    

....help save the 
past for the future

mailto:rescue@rescue-archaeology.freeserve.co.uk
http://rescue-archaeology.org.uk/membership/
http://rescue-archaeology.org.uk/contacts/
http://rescue-archaeology.org.
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RHX dating: 
Principles and 
prospects of a new 
dating method for 
ancient and historical 
ceramics

Vincent Hare

any archaeologists would have no doubt 
heard some time ago about the Mdevelopment of a new dating method for 

pottery, brick and other ceramic objects. When 
rehydroxylation dating (or, more simply, 'RHX') was 
discovered by a team of physicists and engineers at 
the Universities of Manchester and Edinburgh, its 
initial publication (Wilson et al., 2009) caused quite 
a stir in the archaeological community. And for good 
reason: not only is it the first fundamentally new 
form of dating to appear for several decades, but at 
first glance the increased precision offered by the 
technique holds the promise of filling a long-

detail - a tiny caveat - which might give us inaccurate standing gap in analytical methods. How precise is 
dates.precise? Well, the team's most recent paper in 

Proceedings of the Royal Society A (Wilson et al., 
In principle, RHX is simple. The initial act of firing a 2012) reports uncertainties ranging from 15 to 60 
clay removes both weakly-held water, as well as years. Perhaps even more exciting is that the useful 
water more strongly bound to the ceramic lattice as age range of RHX would allow us to date 
hydroxyl (OH) molecules. During the lifetime of the comparatively recent (i.e. 20th century) material; a 
object, the reverse process occurs: the minerals, in feat out of reach for both radiocarbon and 
altered form, begin to take up both weakly-held luminescence.     
molecular water and structural OH molecules. It is the 
latter process - rehydroxylation - that we are The first question archaeologists usually ask is "Does 
interested in, since it displays some quite remarkable it really work?" The remarkably simple answer is: yes 
qualities. First, these hydroxyl molecules are so it does. But much more validation work is still needed 
strongly bound that they are only removed again after to figure out which material it might not work on, and, 
heating to above 500 degrees celsius. At any lower more importantly: why. A good analogy is the 
temperatures they are effectively 'locked' into the development of luminescence and radiocarbon. 
structure of the ceramic. Second, and perhaps more When these techniques were first proposed, the initial 
bizarrely, they begin to recombine at a very precise principles were elegant, and the physics was sound. 
rate: equal amounts of OH molecules are gained in Initial experimentation gave rough but consistent 
equal intervals of the fourth root of time. To put this results. Subsequently, issues surrounding 
another way, if a ceramic gains a given number of contamination (radiocarbon) and radiation in the 
hydroxyl molecules in the first minute, it would have burial environment (luminescence) were identified.  
gained twice that by the 16th minute, and three times As a consequence, several  decades of  
that by the 81st minute, and so on. As a result, experimentation and refinement were needed before 
increasingly small amounts of OH molecules are these methods could be called truly robust. And they 
gained after a long time - locked into the structure of remain very much in a state of constant development 
the ceramic. This rate law ensures that the process is and refinement. Similarly, the principle behind RHX is 
incredibly slow. Any moisture present in the sound and the initial dates look good, but we need to 
environment is sufficient to supply the reaction, and be just as sure that we haven't overlooked any small 

Fig. 1. In situ coring of bricks from colonial buildings in 
Cape Town, South Africa. RHX is a promising method 
for dating historical bricks. 
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the process will continue for millennia.

By reheating the fired-clay up to 500 degrees we can 
measure how many trapped hydroxyl molecules are 
released. This is done by precise measurements of 
the mass lost upon reheating. Then we measure the 
precise rate of rehydroxylation for that particular 
sample. The precise rate varies from one material to 
the next (as well as with changes in ambient 
temperature), and hence we have to measure the 
rate for each particular fragment under controlled 
conditions. Since we know the amount which the 
material has obtained, and the rate at which this has 
occurred, it is a fairly simple calculation to find out 
much time has elapsed since the event of initial firing.

In practice there is more to it. Take, for example, 
earthenware which has been used for cooking, and 
subsequently buried. The ceramic matrix is porous 
and absorbs food residues and other organic matter 
from sediments. Salts precipitate into and out of the 
matrix. Since the technique measures all mass lost 
upon reheating, these compounds need to be 
removed before any measurement is conducted. 
Bricks from historical buildings, on the other hand, 
usually work very well because they generally don't 
have such complicated histories. The moral of the 
story may well be: please don't throw bricks away - Fig. 2. Brick wall from St Michaelis Church, Hamburg, 
they are now incredibly useful to us! Germany, bombed during 1944-1945. Bricks like 

these could provide a good test of the accuracy of the 
In addition, every chemical reaction is temperature dating method. 
dependent. So although we measure the unique rate 
for each sample at a set temperature in the laboratory, 
we also need to have a rough idea of the context and Vincent Hare is a DPhil Student in Archaeological 
lifetime temperature history of the object so that we Science at the Research Laboratory for Archaeology 
can correct the dates.  and the History of Art, University of Oxford

For further detail please contact Vincent by email:  
In essence, the real world is considerably more 
messy; all archaeological evidence can (and must) 
come into play. But rather than being a complication, You can find much out more about RHX on the 
knowledge of factors such as temperature and burial Manchester Team's website:
history will only help us to know how exactly how 
accurate RHX can be. We know it works - sometimes 
counterintuitively. In our initial laboratory trial at the 
University of Oxford we obtained an RHX or take a look at this great video interview with Dr 
determination on a Roman brick of 26 years. Moira Wilson, the discoverer of the technique:
Subsequent radiation measurements showed that 
the brick had, in fact probably been reheated in the 
past few years in our old TL laboratory - a good 'blind' 
test! 
 References
With the increased pace of the modern research 
system, and the specialist knowledge that we have Wilson, M. A., et al., 2009. Dating fired-clay ceramics 
gained over many decades of refining other dating using long-term power law rehydroxylation kinetics. 
methods, I am in no doubt that RHX will be fairly Proc. Roy. Soc. A, doi: 10.1098/rspa.2009.0117.
rapidly recognised as the preeminent dating method 
for fired-clays. The University of Oxford is currently Wilson, M. A., et al., 2012. Rehydroxylation (RHX) 
conducting verification studies, and is eager to dating of archaeological pottery. Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 
collaborate with professional archaeologists who doi: 10.1098/rspa.2012.0109.
have material (either bricks or pottery) from well-
dated contexts.   

vincent.hare@keble.ox.ac.uk

http://www.datingceramic.manchester.ac.uk/

http://rspa.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/465/2
108/2407/suppl/DC1
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ork wear on site used to be pretty that split within minutes are held in low regard.
much anything goes and there was as Wmuch personal expression as At least one major employer contractually 

practicality in what many Diggers wore on site, expects site staff to wear clothes that are 
now however things seem to be changing and basically clean and the stated expectation is 
there are pressures to clean up and get smart. that you won't wear muddy clothes the next day 

without cleaning them. Keeping clean is next to 
Partly this comes from main contractors and impossible on many sites for much of the year, 
developers wanting all the workers on their and the provision of drying facilities is a key 
sites to look smart (or as smart as you can look issue here as its obviously not easy to arrange 
in a muddy field) and to conform to their for laundry and drying facilities on many away 
requirements for appearance and PPE. jobs.
Sometimes this is dressed up as 'Health and 
Safety' but often that seems to be just a fig leaf. Some Diggers may resent being told they have 
There may be site-specific rules about no to smarten up, get rid of the piercings and 
Rigger boots, no jeans, or full cover PPE that brush their hair, but there is a wider issue: if we 
must be from 'bona fide work wear brands', but look like a bunch of refugees from a Levellers 
it's also increasingly the archaeological gig then are we going to be taken seriously 
employers wanting their staff to smarten up and when it comes to being respected and taken 
look 'more professional'. seriously on site, and getting a respectable pay 

cheque? Some of us would argue that we 
Most employers want their staff to be well- should be judged on our work and 
presented and some provide some work professionalism, not our personal appearance; 
clothing in addition to the basic PPE. Of these some see the ability to wear what we like as an 
employers some provide most of your work integral and important part of the job/life, but as 
wear including logo-ed polo shirts, fleeces and an industry we do have a reputation for being a 
road coats whilst others provide the basic PPE bunch of dishevelled stripy-jumper wearing 
(hard hat and Hi-Viz waistcoat) but pay a hippies. Partly this is just due to the nature of 
clothing allowance and leave it to the staff to the work and there are plenty of Diggers who 
buy their own kit. Given the quality of some kit look a state in site gear but are smartly dressed 
issued to site staff the clothing allowance can after work, and partly of course its down to pay 
seem a good way to choose stuff which actually and what clothes we can afford to be trashed 
fits you and will last, but it does mean you need out on site.
to shell out up front for boots and waterproofs 
and this can be hard when just starting out or Apparently with professionalisation comes a 
on short term contracts. greater requirement to look smart, perhaps if 

we all wear suits to site we'll get a pay rise!
Those clothing allowances seem to vary from 
company to company in terms of what they are 
meant to cover, and how much they are worth. We'd like to hear from you about any work-
The values of some are linked to salary pay wear or clothing allowance you get from 
rises whilst others apparently haven't gone up your employer –what it is, what its meant to 
in years. Companies that issue quality cover, how much you get, and the quality of 
equipment are generally well-known, and their the supplied kit. We can then look at how 
kit is valued by the recipients, conversely those different employers compare and what –or 
that issue cardboard boots and plastic trousers how much- they provide you.
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The Diggers’ Forum is the IfA Special represents YOUR views on a wide variety 
Interest Group for field workers, that of matters within and beyond the IfA, we 
includes EVERYONE who primarily works are the second largest SIG within the IfA 
at the sharp end of archaeology out on and the bigger we are the bigger our voice.
site. 

If you are a member of the IfA membership 
The DF is open to all and represents field of the Diggers’ Forum is FREE, for non-
archaeologists at all levels -from a student members there is a subscription of £10 a 
considering professional archaeology to year. To join email: 
Project Officers running major groups@archaeologists.net
excavations. The Diggers’ Forum 

Join us and make your voice heard!
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Membership form

Please complete in block capitals

Full name(s) and title………………………………………………………………

Address……………………………………………………………………………..

……………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………….

Post code………………………………………

Tel No……………………………………………

E-mail address……………………………………………………………………..

Current post/employment…………………………………………………………

IfA membership number (if applicable)………………………………………….

Signature……………………………………………..

Date………………………

Subscription fee
The Diggers' Forum is a group within the Institute for Archaeologists (IfA). 
Membership of the IfA is not a prerequisite for membership of the Diggers' 
Forum

Membership of the Diggers' Forum is free to IfA members (all grades)
The annual subscription fee for non-IfA members is £10 (Not subject to 
VAT).

Payment should be made by cheque, bank draft or international money 
order (in £ sterling), payable to the Institute for Archaeologists

Please find enclosed a cheque,
bank draft or 
international money order in £ sterling

Payment and form should be sent to:

Institute for Archaeologists
SHES, University of Reading
Whiteknights, PO Box 227
Reading RG31 6JT

Tel: 0118 378 6446
E-mail: 
Or pay via Paypal at 

groups@archaeologists.net
www.archaeologists.net/groups

mailto:groups@archaeologists.net
http://www.archaeologists.net/groups

